3 0 5
For five populations, the proportions of four fitted ancestry sources maximized in First Remote Oceanians (green), Solomon Islands 3 0 6 (red), Bismarck Archipelago (blue) and New Guinea (purple) are shown. Papuan ancestry is inferred to be highly simlar in the Tolai and 3 0 7
in Tonga, allowing Tonga to be fit as a mixture of a Tolai-related group and additional ancestry from First Remote Oceanians. We note 3 0 8
that the colors are chosen to be correlated to the components inferred from ADMIXTURE (Figure S1 ), but the ADMIXTURE 3 0 9
components represent combinations of the admixture graph sources given here, and hence the ratios differ between the two methods. Full 3 1 0 model parameters can be found in Figure S3 . 
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
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Given its age it was highly likely to have been from a disturbed burial context of Lapita age and can 3 3 3 be legitimately considered with the other Lapita-age skeletons from the site. Zealand. Other burials from the Taplins 2 shelter were of broadly similar age. The site appears to have been a largely Mission period, late 19 th to early 20 th century, cemetery of 4 1 2 which three burials were exposed and was in proximity to a combustion feature associated with the We prepared libraries from the extracts using a double-stranded protocol, affixing 7-base-pair 4 8 8 sequences to either end to allow multiplexing of the libraries and to prevent contamination from 4 8 9
affecting the samples after barcodes were added. We prepared some of the libraries in the presence 4 9 0 of the enzyme UDG to remove characteristic damage associated with ancient DNA ( We aligned merged sequences to the mitochondrial RSRS genome [26] (for mitochondrial DNA 5 1 1 analyses) and to the hg19 reference (for whole genome analyses). For alignment we used the single-5 1 2 ended aligner "samse" from BWA with default parameters (version 0.6.1) [27] . For samples which 5 1 3 are non-UDG treated (and therefore may have higher mismatch rates compared to the reference 5 1 4 genome), we used more relaxed alignment parameters, "-n 0.01 -o 2 -l 16500". This setting disables 5 1 5 seeding, allowing for less conservative alignments, helping to align damaged reads. 5 1 6 5 1 7
Haplogroup calling strategy on mitochondrial DNA data. We determined haplogroups using 5 1 8
Haplogrep2, which provides a reliability score for assigned haplogroups [28] . We ran Haplogrep2 in 5 1 9 three configurations and picked the best rank score to represent the haplogroup for that individual. 5 2 0 (a) We restricted sequences to those with characteristic patterns of ancient DNA damage in their 5 2 1 terminal nucleotides, which removes contamination. To do this, we used the PMDtools software 5 2 2
[29] requiring a minimum score of pmdscore=3. We trimmed the sequences obtained in this way by 5 2 3 5 base pairs on either side to remove nucleotides likely to be deaminated prior to running 5 2 4
Haplogrep2. (b) As a second approach, we trimmed sequences by 5 base pairs on either side to 5 2 5 eliminate characteristic ancient DNA damage and fed these sequences to Haplogrep2 without 5 2 6 damage restriction. (c) Finally, we applied no trimming and made a haplogroup call. We manually 5 2 7 made two exceptions to the rule of always picking the best ranking call. For S4106.E1.L1, (a) and 5 2 8 (c) gave similar ranking scores and we selected B4a1a1a11 from method (a) based on consistency 5 2 9
with calls from two other libraries from the same sample. For S4096.E1.L2, we selected B4a1a1k 5 3 0 manually from method (a) despite a marginally lower rank score than method (c). 
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To access data for the newly genotyped present-day individuals from Vanuatu, researchers should 5 5 9 send a signed letter to D.R. containing the following text: "(a) I will not distribute the data outside 5 6 0 my collaboration; (b) I will not post the data publicly; (c) I will make no attempt to connect the 5 6 1 genetic data to personal identifiers for the samples; (d) I will use the data only for studies of 5 6 2 population history; (e) I will not use the data for any selection studies; (f) I will not use the data for 5 6 3 medical or disease-related analyses; (g) I will not use the data for commercial purposes." 5 6 4 5 6 5 
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